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Abstract
In this perspective we present the advances in the study of the metabolism of folate, B-12 vitamin and selenium,
whose deficiency is closely linked to the metabolic bone disease. However, the genetic variations of both mutation
and polymorphism in genes are related to the metabolism of these nutrients and also lead to the development of
monogenic and complex diseases. The challenge in the post-genomic era is to establish the genetic profiles related
to megalin and selenoproteins in relation to serum levels of these vitamins in order to be analyzed as factors for the
prediction and response to treatment of associated diseases. Governments should specifically consider the
investment in this area, since the consumption of these vitamin and minerals are very common in food supplements.
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Commentary
One of the paradigms of medicine and public policy at the first level
of health care in the post-genomic era is aimed at preventive medicine,
the prediction of disease in subjects with risk factors and the long-term
complications, and the realization of personalized medical practice,
related to genetic profiles. The aim reduces costs in health care for
patients, and their families, and to the medical units that provide care.
This time we will only comment on the topic of interest that are closely
related, and advances in the genetics metabolism of folic acid, vitamin
B-12 and selenium. In the first level of health care it is very common
that pregnant women are given folic acid to prevent neural tube
defects and congenital heart disease, and are also prescribed with
vitamin B-12 for palliation in the treatment of degenerative joint
disease. Indeed these two measures have been useful in the prevention
and treatment, and demonstrate the physiological relevance of these
water-soluble vitamins. We must mention that the body depends on a
specialized transport system primarily for its intestinal absorption and
reuptake the proximal tubule of the nephron. This system is headed by
megalin, the mechanism that is done through an endocytosis process.
Megalin is encoded by the gene LRP2; this is related with low-density
lipoprotein gene family receptor [1,2].
The expression and variation in the gene LRP2 has been studied,
and can explain the development of different Mendelian diseases such
as Donnai-Barrow syndrome, Lowe syndrome, Stickler syndrome,
Dent's disease or complex traits with thresholds, such as; prostate
cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma, neural tube defects, degenerative
osteoarthropathy, obesity, gout, autism spectrum disorders, decreased
bone mineral density, dyslipidemia, Alzheimer's disease, gallstones,
poor maternal nutrition, proteinuria and diabetic nephropathy.
If the endocytosis of the vitamin B-12 and folate are mediated by
megalin which depend on providing therapeutic blood levels of these
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nutrients, the association studies with LRP2 variants and their mRNA
expression levels, are required to correlate with levels of vitamin B-12
and serum folate to determine whether it can be used as predictors in
therapy, medical support and metabolic control of these diseases,
especially in traits or complex diseases. The SNP candidate from LRP2
gene for the associated studies, previously validated are; rs133980
(associated with hypertension), rs2544390 (associated with gout and
alcohol drinking), rs1050700 (associated with glomerular filtration
rate) [3-9]. The SNP rs3755166, rs2075252, rs4668123 (associated with
central adiposity), rs2075252 and haplotype GA of rs4667591/
rs2075252 (associated with bone mineral density), the rs3755166
(associated with Alzheimer's disease), the mutation p.His498Gln
(associated with type 2 diabetes mellitus) and the variant c.
+193826T/C (associated with hypercholesterolemia) [10-12]. It is
necessary to establish the genetic profiles of each population in
relation to serum circulating levels of folate and vitamin B-12, because
each population has its own genetic structure and can vary this
phenotype. Also can even be useful for dieticians or family physicians
in order to provide a more adequate diet to help maintain better
therapeutic serum levels.
Recently, Selenium (Se) and its metabolism has become important,
specifically the first level of health care which is used by many doctors
for their antioxidant properties as an adjuvant in the treatment of
many complex and Mendelian diseases, as in the case of cystic fibrosis,
inflammatory bowel disease, cancer, complex traits such as KashinBeck disease [13,14]. Selenium plays a role in bone physiology as best
reflected by Kashin-Beck disease, an endemic osteoarthritis. In a
murine bone model Se is not associated with the mineral but
exclusively with the organic matrix. Genetic ablation of Seppexpression (selenoprotein p-SePP) causes a severe decline in serum
with a mild reduction in bones. Of the two known SePP receptors,
Lrp8 was detected in bones while Lrp2 was absent. This showed that
Lrp8 mRNA concentrations were strongly increased in bones of Seppknockout mice likely in order to counteract the developing Se
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deficiency. This data highlights, SePP as the essential Se transporter to
bones, it suggest a novel feedback mechanism for preferential uptake
of Se in Se-deprived bones, which contributes to our understanding of
the bone phenotype in the inherited selenoprotein biosynthesis
mutations [14].
Currently there are many advances in the genetic study of selenium
metabolism, particularly the Selenoproteins, this is a distinct class
characterized by the co-translational incorporation of selenium (Se) in
the form of the 21st amino acid selenocysteine. Selenoproteins provide
a defense against oxidative stress. Many selenoproteins are highly
expressed in the brain, and the mouse knockout studies have
determined that they are required for brain development. Also, the
deficits include impairments in cognition and motor function,
seizures, hearing loss, and altered thyroid metabolism. Considering
defense against oxidative stress also is a role of neurodegenerative
disease. Studies in cell culture and rodent models have demonstrated
that Se administration attenuates oxidative stress and prevents
neurodegeneration. It appears likely that, supplementation Se may
only benefit certain subpopulations, such as those that are either
deficient or possess genetic variants that affect Se metabolism [15]. For
example, it was reported that rs7579 in the selenoprotein P (SEPP1)
gene and is rs9880056 in the SELK gene (selenoprotein K) is associated
with the risk of advanced (stage III/IV or IV) prostate cancer [16,17].
The SNPs rs28919926 and rs146125471 showed association with an
acute insulin response, while rs16872779 was associated with fasting
insulin levels in Hispanics families. This suggest a role for SEPP1 in
insulin resistance [18]. Finally, it was reported that the rs7901303 in
the gene SEPHS1 (Encoding Selenophosphate Synthetase 1, essential
component of selenoprotein synthesis) showed association with Se
levels and development Crohn's disease [19].
All of these studies show the importance of folate, vitamin b-12 and
selenium in the health disease process, as various mutations or
polymorphisms in genes related to metabolism, leading to monogenic
or complex disorders. Those engaged in nutrigenetics and
nutrigenomics require more focus on doing genetic studies, of
association, epistasia, gene-gene interaction, gene-environment
interaction and expression gen and genotype-phenotype correlation to
be able to estimate the epidemiological importance of variations in the
serum levels of folate, vitamin b-12 and selenium with the
development of the disease. The state governments should provide
funds to finance the genetic profiles, because they can be very useful as
a preventive medium and long term strategy, and can be used for
physician primary care, nutritionists, internists, neurologists,
rheumatologists, endocrinologists, nephrologists and cardiologists.
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